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‘We will not be
chaperoned’
Just when Gonzi thought
his backbench troubles
were finally over, now
it’s his ministers who
are rebelling
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Libyan-Swiss dispute:
Ball in Schengen’s court
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Gozo airstrip: Chamber
welcomes Labour’s U-turn
OPINIONS
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Business
Today

Dalli’s ‘hot potato’ goes
down badly with Greens

400 companies assisted
for R & D
Valletta wins Best
International Med Port
Award

COURT
CATFIGHT
Daphne defamation case opens with

Oil advances to US $79

a hiss, as gossip blogger’s defence
team objects to everything

Real Madrid become
world’s richest club
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Ambiente Pablo 2M
The motorized beds from Otten (Germany) gives your body the comfort and
support needed by individually adjusting the firmness for the lumber zone.
Frames or full upholstered beds are available in various sizes.

4 different models to choose from
- Laminated beech wood frame with multi-zone technology
- High quality slat holders in ‘Highdrell’, rail covering (as above)
- The degree of firmness can be adjusted individually for each slat holder to fit
all multi-zone mattresses
- Individual adjustment of firmness in the middle area over 6 sprung slats
- Extra large sprung slats at head and foot part for a better stability of the
mattress
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Lufthansa reports €112
million loss

GM trebels Opel financing

Starting from €440
for a 90x190cm bed
Head and foot part motor adjustable
• independent dual motors, individually controllable, TUV approved
• power cut out and emergency lowering
• overload protection
• head part reclinable into sittiing position
• additional short head part to use as head or neck rest
• foot part with orthopdeic relax adjustment for spinal disc relief

Naxxar Road & Balzan Valley, Balzan BZN 11, Malta. Tel: 2144 2667, 2144 0670

Newspaper post

Maltese Health
Commissioner
infuriates
environmentalists
by approving
controversial
Genetically
Modified potatoes

€15m Corinthia bonds
oversubscribed

